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!
Autumn Walk
!

 A gloomy tree branch drops down

 A mummy-wrapped beehive dangerously dangles back and forth from a branch

 Like the side of a mountain

 Like a grandfather clock
!
	 Up high, a leaf slowly parachutes

	 The leaves gently crush and crumble

	 Onto the ground
!
	 	 The pieces of a sign that looks as though it had been clawed

	 	 Pieces of a crumbled leaf are gently carried and placed down

	 	 Like the leaves surrounding the sign 

	 	 On the ground
!
	 	 	 Umbrella, an oak umbrella

	 	 	 Green leaves slowly wilting

	 	 	 Shield from the sun 
!
	 	 	 	 My tongue feels the gentle air

	 	 	 	 Sounds of complaining children

	 	 	 	 It is fresh

	 	 	 	 Even with the voices, there are few sounds filling the air
!
	 	 	 	 	 Never is Autumn ever

	 	 	 	 	 Anything less than beautiful
!
Lindsay Donat

Grade 8

Yuka Endo

Grade 7

!
Full of Fall
!
red

the air is full of fall

sweet

yet sharp

flowing

yet cold

the trees are full of fall

fiery colors

red

orange

yellow

trying to get warm

before the harsh winter

the children are full of fall

playing in the leaves

and holding on 

to the warm weather

before the cold comes.
!
Lianne Spencer

Grade 8
!
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!
Afternoon Walk
!

	 leaves fluttering down from the trees

 thin brown branches swaying in the breeze

	 wisps of white stretch across the clear blue sky

 rock platform emerges through grass that’s dry

 	 canopy of color above my head

 bare trees look like they haven’t been fed

	 leaves crunching beneath my feet

 tall weeping willows, crying from the heat

	 the lonely bench waiting for a friend

 two field hockey goals, each at the other end

	 evergreens everlasting, next to a rock

 all this I saw on my afternoon walk.
!
 Amanda Glik

 Grade 8

!
 Wildfire
!
 Her name tells of how

 It was with her

 Always joyous

 Always blithe

 All it took

 Was a spark

 To get her going

 To spread the light
!
 But whatever she was

 There was some danger

 All because of

 Her uncontrollable behavior
!
 Soon everyone in her path

 Ended up getting burnt

 Even the ones

 She never meant to hurt
!
 But she kept on going

 For there was a drive

 To make the world around her

 Feel just as alive
!
 And as she grew

 The excitement spread

 But the risk increased

 So the people fled
!
 Before long she had created

 A problem unsolvable

 Before long she had become

 Unstoppable
!

Deviki Arora

 Grade 7

Sam Friedman

Grade 7

!
A Fall Walk Around SMS
!
Splashes of yellow, red, and green.

Break the pale blue ocean that is the sky.

Birds chirp, children laugh, and we - 

We walk silently, watching the leaves fall.

Smooth stone, rough bark, the elements of nature.

Squirrels play among the outlines of life.

But, now nature is gone, 

Replaced by the bright yellow school bus.

Inhale, and think for a moment.

It smells like fall at Scarsdale Middle School.
!
Alex Brotman

Grade 8



Mikaela Seiffert

Grade 6

 Shout of the Forest
!
 Her name tells of how

 It was with her.

 She was loud

 And boisterous

 Center of trouble,

 Untamed, wild.

 She leaps,

 Howling and hollering

 Past the glimmering puddles,

 Through the flock of birds.

 Her family watches on embarrassed,

 As she bubbles with unspoken words

 And questions,

 Her heart soaring

 And giving 

 A yowl.    


Lauren Zou

Grade 7

!
A Moonlit Clearing
!

 a wolf

 stands in a clearing

 moonlight illuminating its fur

 the beautiful creature stands

 a still statue

 makes no move to attack

 silent

 shallow breathing

 strong and muscular,

 muscles pulsing with each breath
!
 he stares

 his eyes are spears,

 piercing you
!
 an immortal being

 fur glowing silver

 in the moonlight
!
 claw marks on his side

 blood drips on the grass

 the wind blows

 the metallic scent of blood to you
!
 very powerful

 very dignified,

 a king of the forest

 but still young and naive

 although wounded,

 still unafraid
!
 the wolf perks his ears,

 runs off in quick, powerful bounds

 now he is gone, but yet still there
!
Mikaela Seiffert

Grade 6
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Winter Forest
!
Crunch,


swift footsteps fall onto the earth

as the coldness of air purples my lips.


Deer prance through the frozen landscape

leaving sharp clean footprints behind.


My cheeks turn red

as the withered rose


I can see through the corner of my eye.

The air is thin as my fingers turn a purple red.


Touching the white fluff seems as though

Through this all spring will come soon.


I can see the peak of each grass tip

poking its way


through the cotton-filled fields of wonder.

My little playground all to me.


I can almost catch the frozen lake off in the distance.

I run as fast as my numb legs can carry me.


I fall down into the white fluff

soaking my knees in the bitter cold.


The sun will warm me

soon spring will come


soon I know it will.

Stella Mohlulis

Grade 6


!
 The ground is blanketed in white powder

 The naked trees line the winter wonderland

 Icy frozen lakes chine on the ground

	 like glassy windows

 Wolves walk the frozen ground

	 gracefully and mysteriously

 The sky sits still as white as snow

	 calmly
!
 Then it all changes

 In the distance white mist comes

	 from nowhere

 Blinding white snow feels like

	 millions of little needles

 	 	 stinging and overpowering

 Now it smells like crisp air

 It’s all white

 There is nothing in sight

 The wolves retreat

	 to their underground safe havens

 The Yukon Valley

 White as a shark’s belly

 Pretty as heaven
!

Josh Landgarten

Grade 7

The Snow Melts Away
!
Snow-capped trees, like totem poles laden with talcum powder

Smells of frozen pines and icy-hot frost waft through my nostrils

My snowshoes bundle my feet like a baby in fleece blankets,

They pad softly against cracked ice, sinking slightly with each step,

Ruining the gleaming perfection of icy shards.

The sky is crisp blue, with not a single cloud or dark patch.

Bare trees, stripped of their fruit,

stand tall and a rich cocoa-brown.

Rushing breezes pass by, bearing soft snowflakes.

Now, silence.
!
Warmth is blossoming.

The surroundings smell musty, springtime-y.

This humid air tasted like pine sap and honey.

The ground spreads out and proudly displays

A tasteful bouquet of pinks and yellow and reds.

Festive petals litter the ground, creating a soft blanket.

Gentle breezes whip my face, cool and refreshing.

Sounds of buzzing bees and other bugs fill the atmosphere.

The sun is shining and smiley, a dazzling, comforting, familiar, welcoming warmth.
!

Eve Mainster

Grade 7
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!
Signs of Spring
!

My empty trees have no leaves

as if they lost their life

new leaves will come


will be our sign

that spring

is truly here


most of the bark

on the trees


slowly has shed off

as if they lost their clothes


soon will come the fresh new clothes

when the season starts.
!

The snow was here

and gave the ground


a nice soft look

eventually it was time

to get the old grass


now it’s here all patched up

slowly revealing itself

from under the fluff


like a light green and yellow swirl.
!
Snow is like a blanket


for the grass

but when spring is here


the blanket isn’t needed.
!
The sun and rain


will sprout new grass

no chop no fluff


but green 

and full of life.
!

Sabrina Siegel

Grade 6

A London Winter
!
The crisp, cold, air bites your nose.

The redolence of musty rain fills your nostrils.

Cars splash through immense puddles of water.

A shiver is sent up your spine

As you grip the frigid doorknob

Of the luminous phone booths.

Torrid tea is soothing on these brisk winter days.

Big, veteran churches with white blankets of snow

Stand aloft above the city.

Hazy fog covers the tops,

Leaving the illusion of endlessness.

Altitudinous trees glisten with un-pigmented snow,

Which falls heavily

Onto the ligneous benches of parks

A ponderous wind.

Matchless snowflakes fall ever so delicately

Onto the hard, snow-covered ground,

Or the tongues of little curious children.
!
A new day has risen.

Rays of light shine through the old, gray edifices.

Transparent vapor evaporating from the damp streets

	 into the cutting air.

Ancient, gray, narrow, cobblestone streets

Drying from the pleasantly warm sun.

People with bright faces come out of their cozy homes

With fluffy winter coats on.

The reflection of the sun

	 on the powdered white snow is blinding.

Kids ambulate to school clad in comfy hats

	 and snug mittens.

Footprints in slush go endlessly

Down the streets of London.
!
Melissa Cohen

Grade 7

Michelle Pang

Grade 7
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!
Always Forever
!

Warm, smooth, gold, and silver,

A reminder we will always be together,


Movie making, school days,

Breathing in the summer haze,


Our names engraved in the face,

When the two oval halves click open,


Smiling back is the picture of us,

My initial on the front,

Her initial on the back,


Our friendship is like glue,

We always stick together,


Endless memories,

Always forever.
 !

Natalie Schonfeld

Grade 6

Megan Niu

Grade 6

!
Solitude
!

 Most organisms survive in a herd.

 In the case of humans, they live in “communities”

 But some are different.

 Some people are rather alone.

 Some are satisfied, and some are not.

 Those who are satisfied live in a way of solitude.

 Solitude

 The way in which they live without support.

 The way in which they live by completing tasks by themselves.

 The way in which they live without being in large communities.

 They know how to get through the rough times of their life.

 They know how to get through segregation by others.

 They know how to entertain themselves.
!
 Their existence is not always known.

 Their characteristics could be unique.

 They could be friendly.

 They could be comical.

 They could be interesting.

 They could have a characteristic which you might have never seen.

 They are like a treasure chest with characteristics.

 Talk to them, and you will see,

 the nature of those in solitude.


Satofumi Nakamura

 Grade 7
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Rachel Wolfe

Grade 7

!
Sunset by the Sea
!

The sun,

like a flaming torch


sets the clouds to fire

the sky filled with orange,


yellow and red.
!
Sand sinks in between your toes


you hear the swish

of the ocean waves


and the calls of the gulls

returning to their nests


for the long night.
!
The sun crumples,


underneath the ocean,

it says goodbye for the night,


knowing it will return.
!
As the sun withers away,


you long for the beautiful sight to stay,

as you leave the sea,


you only think of it

as a small detail of the day,

but the sunset stays forever,


cemented in mind.
!
Alex Almeida

Grade 6

!
 A Place to Relax
!

The water,

Is a mix of jewels,


Forming hues of blue.
!
The sand gleams gold,


Footprints go in all directions,

Each pair leads to a new destination.
!

Waves crash ashore like sprinters,

Each wave trying to win the race,


At the finish line,

They topple over with exhaustion.
!
The rhythmic sound of the waves,

Hypnotizes the people on shore,


Willing them to stay for just another moment.
!
Finally,


They overcome the melody,

And head off,


Along the shore,

Wishing the beach goodbye.
!

Adam Wasserman

Grade 6

!
Montana
!

The Alps reaching the clouds

Rainbow trout glistening in the sunlight


Various colored flowers growing on the hilltop

Deer galloping down the tall thick grass


The sunset shining on the water, making it look tangerine.
!
Winter comes around


The mountains are camouflaged in gentle soft white snow

The water turns to ice where children come to glide on their skates

People come zooming on their skis from the top of the mountain


Snow leopard sneaking up on its prey then attacks.

Breathing in the fresh air at the perfect end to a Montana day.
 !

Fisher Waterhouse

Grade  7
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Gloucester
!
Gloucester sends

A longing,

Warm ache

Through my heart,

Year

After year

Since I’ve been born.

The dark green,

Cold ocean.

The salty aroma

Dancing around me.

My feet skid 

On the slippery rocks in the creek.

Crabs, hermit crabs,

And other treasures

And wonders of the sea.

The silky sand in the water

Collects at my ankle

Soft as velvet ribbon.
!
The grainy sand

Is filled with memories of the ocean

That were washed to shore

And forgotten.

At the ocean-colored summer house,

A warm breeze greets me

Like an old friend.

A garden

Filled with delicate flowers,

Colors as different and vivid

As a crayon box.

Plastic lawn chairs

Wooden geese spinning frantically.

Waves lap against the rocks

Making a rhythm

Steady as a drum beat.
!
In that great old house

Live my grandparents.

Kind,

Gentle,

Hardworking.

Wrinkled,

Smiling faces.

Their soft,

Leathery skin embraces us.

Gloucester will have a special place

In my heart

Forever.
! !!

Eve Braverman

Grade 6

Megan Kraut

Grade 7
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!
Hawaii
!
The waves sparkle with white gems

Capturing the gaze of even the most unfocused visitors

The light of the sun tattoos the blue skies

The burnt volcanic exposed air

Tingles the nose

And the strongest of taste buds

And what a beautiful sound it is

Hearing the turbulent waves

Crashing against the scorching sand

Which burns the soles of every visitor

The colossal palm trees

Smell so fresh, so ripe

And lightly crinkle as the wind strengthens

Causing such beautiful music

The taste of salty air pours over any creature

And leaves everyone in wonderment

As to how a place can be so magical
!
But the radiant sun

Begins to disappear

Behind the misty horizon

And the waves sparkle with black gems

And stay unnoticed

The underlit skies leave a blank expression

And the burnt air seems faint in the darkness

And the battering waves

Make music

That seems lonely in the moonlight

The once steaming sand

Cools and comforts any wandering feet

The extensive palm trees

Sway in the dark

Its rustling leaves

Creating a lullaby

The saline air empowers night wanderers

And leaves everyone in awe

That such a change could occur

Proving such magic
!
Annie Radin

Grade 7


!
Jamaica
!

A tropical island,

lovely with scorching sands.


Drinking delicious coconut milk

and watching the waves


stroke the shore.

Tall palm trees make shade for naps.


Snorkeling with fish

and watching their bright scales.
!
White beaches and azure skies

separated by turquoise seas.


Waves gently splashing the soft, white sand.

Sun shining down on and warming my skin.


Big, smiling faces beam down at you.

Devouring tropical fruits


with closed eyes.
!
Sophie Maddon


Grade 7


Scarlet Young

Grade 7
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!
Water, crystal clear with hues of blue, 

darker and colder as it gets deep,

blending with the blue of sky

and crashing onto the shore

Rich colored fish and kelps, drifting in smooth motions,

with the birds chirping in the deep forest

and camouflaged iguanas relaxing in the trees

The sand burning along the beach, reflecting sunlight, shining gold,

beside the tropical green rests, glimmering with moisture

And the warm winds blow the shore,

Wafting the aroma of salt and green.
!
But now at the end of the day

Sky changes from blue to purple to pink and then to gold

as the sun sinks into the horizon,

with pink clouds floating above

Water, too, now a raging orange but eventually black

And the forest still dark and eerie

with sands white and cold

Along with quiet crashes of waves on the beach

The birds stop singing

All of a sudden the island is transformed into another place
!
Nana Kumagai

Grade 7

Cooper Cohen

Grade 6
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	 Fear struck us all like lightning when we first jumped into the unknown waters. My stomach was 
churning and my head was spinning. I was feeling a bit nauseous after the rough boat ride. I forced 
myself underwater as if stones were tied to my feet. The vibrant, colorful reefs spread out under me on 
the ocean floor while schools of fish surrounded me. The Caribbean blue water twinkled. The sun’s rays 
pierced the sea and made the ocean water crystal clear. The soft touch of water enveloped me. There 
was much to explore in these cavernous waters. A glittering fish awash with colors swam alongside 
me. Despite the activity around me, it was silent except for my breathing and heartbeat.

	 Suddenly our guide hand-signaled for us to stop, and then flapped his hand above his head. I 
didn’t recognize the signal so I searched the waters above but saw nothing. I was distracted by sea 
plants waving and schools of fish gently pulled along the water’s current. Our instructor signaled again 
and then pointed forward. My eyes slowly followed his finger. Then I saw it and immediately held my 
breath. A twelve foot gray.....shark! My sister, panicking, began to swim toward the surface. Our 
instructor grabbed her leg and gently pulled her down. She frantically waved her arms and kicked her 
flippers as our instructor slowly waved his hands telling her to calm down. Other divers swam in 
opposite directions followed by trails of rising bubbles.

	 I thought back to when we were on the rocky boat. I vaguely remembered the dive instructors 
saying that there may be a nurse shark and that they were harmless. I took this advice and swam 
closer and closer. I was only five feet away from the massive shark. My eyes were enormous with fear 
and excitement. I watched it lay there in the soft, white, glittery sand in an undisturbed sleep. A few 
moments later it awoke and caught a glimpse of us. My heart began beating faster and faster. It 
gradually slowly and calmly swam away. I stood there staring off into the majestic underwater world. 
Seeing a beautiful and immense creature swimming in front of me took my breath away. I listened to 
the water around me and looked around in circles. The water was tranquil and quiet enough to hear the 
bubbles pop. Everything was calm. The sea plants swayed as if being blown by a gentle breeze. I saw 
a whole other side of the aquatic world that day. I would dive again tomorrow just to experience it one 
more time. I long to do it again and to create a new adventure.
!
Elizabeth Scarcella

Grade 7

Alexa Doyle

Grade 6
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Venice
!
The waters gleam with a sparkling blue color


All the gondolas strike the water so gently

All around, the buildings are filled with colors and life


The aroma of sweet, freshly cooked pizza passes through me

I let the warm wind smoothly touch my face as I ride along


The city full of canals

It is as if the roads were made of water


I step out of the gondola, onto the sidewalk

I slowly walk over the arc-shaped bridges that connect the land


At a cafe, I stop and grab a sandwich

My mouth waters as the delightful meat and cheese slides down my throat


As I walk outside, the sun shines in the blue sky with no clouds

The canals are calm, yet the city is vibrant
!

But once the sun sets, the whole city changes

The sky is now a dark, black hole


The buildings have transformed into a dim color

The city is filled with bold, yellow lights


The dark canals gleam with a bright, shiny reflection

The mist in the air cools me off while I walk


I lay down on a cold bench right next to a canal

I drink my delightful hot chocolate, savoring every sip


I glance at every particular detail around me, cherishing the moment

Everything glows as if the city itself is golden


Gabriel Lesser

Grade 7

Venice, Italy
!
The soft sound of the thick oars paddling

My reflection shows through the lush water

The smell of salt fills into my nostrils and I feel at home

Historical buildings filled with beauty stand beyond

Seafoam green water, ice cold, sends a shiver up my spine

The lovely sound of music fills the air

The vibrant sun blinds me

Yellows, blues, greens, oranges, and pinks are painted on the apartments like a rainbow

The people wave and say hello as they pass by on the streets

Venice, Italy
!
Dull clouds cover the sight of the sky

God’s tears start falling one by one

Drip, drip, drip

Then faster until the trees hang limply to the ground

The panging of the harsh rain pounds in my ear

A powerful bolt shoots down form the clouds and disappears in a matter of seconds

The buildings look glum

An aroma of salt tickles my nose, enters my mouth

Eyes closed, the beauty, even when it’s drenching rain, peeks through and can be seen clearly

Venice, Italy

Meghan Quirk

Grade 7
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!
The sky collapsing


gleaming spikes hurled with might

toward the packed ice

The smell of adventure


The camouflaged silver forest,

illuminated the vicinity


The immense rock walls

Overlooking the structures

Tracks trailed up the Sierra


leaving all but indented powder

across the icy tundra
!

!
As the bears begin to roar


their great awakening groan,

and light turns the sparkling icicles,


dangling from the many bare 
oakwoods,


to a raw, fresh savanna.

The song of newborn chicks fills the 

smooth air

to be heard miles away


The strong daylight pierces the 
bodies of life


and fills them with warmth

The tender, blue sky


not a cloud to be seen.

‘Tis the morning of the newborns


the awakening

of Life.


Colorado

Harry Song

Grade 7

!
Paris
!

The cobblestone streets are overflowing with people;

with each step there is a quiet “tap tap”.

A long strip of stores with brick walls that are chestnut brown

run along the whole street like a fence.

The sun is almost fully above the horizon,

the sky, fiery orange with frequent patches of a faded royal purple

As I pause next to a bakery,

a warm breeze blows in my face and I inhale the syrupy and delicious smell

of freshly baked pastries.

As the sun, a gigantic luminous ball, rises above the horizon,

the sky starts to turn a sapphire blue with fluff cotton-like clouds,

The river, a long, flowing, navy silk blanket.
!
The streets are misty and dark.

Nothing can be seen except for the moon and its reflection.

A chilly breeze blows lightly and an eerie feeling is in the air.

The moon is a radiant, floating lantern in space

Its reflection

is a silver and glittery spot in the ripple-like waves of the river.

In the breeze,

I smell the clear, fresh, and moist wind puffing through the night.
 !

Leela Chari

Grade 7
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!
Vacation Memoir
!

	 My opponent’s queen levitated itself and settled in front of my king. My opponent’s hands 
darted back to his pockets while he stared at me, waiting for me to realize what just happened. 
“Checkmate,” he said. Shocked from losing, the light in my body died out and I stared at the 
ceiling, paralyzed. The chandelier was a person, laughing at my defeat. “You lost!” it cried. “You 
lost!” 
	 My ear focused on my surroundings. Pounding feet approached me and then stopped. My 
new opponent sat across from me and started sizing me up. He was a scientist, observing 
everything I did. We quickly started playing. The constant smashing of clocks stung my ears. It 
was so loud, it could have been thunder from Zeus’s own lightning. Suddenly, my focus was 
diverted to the right. My opponent’s king was out in the open with no pawns defending it as if he 
was surrendering himself to me. My mind insisted on taking advantage of this, as I conjured up a 
new move.

	 “Deyuan, this might let you win,” I told myself. “But in order to do it, you will have to 
sacrifice a lot of your pieces. If it doesn’t work, then you will lose.” I thought about the move over 
and over. My head started going over the possible positions the sacrifice would take me. After a 
while, I couldn’t find a way for my opponent to counter my sacrifice. Determined to win, my hands 
nervously moved over to my rook. A sense of warmth rushed over me as I moved the rook. “You 
made the right move,” it said.

	 Not expecting the sacrifice, my opponent played a move. My butterflies in my jittery 
stomach flew around faster as I thought about the plan one more time. A golden glow sparked in 
my brain and I went over all the possibilities that my move would lead to. Convinced that I would 
win, I played the move I thought about. After that, I quickly won the game and beat my opponent.

	 Overwhelmed by everything that just happened, I peered out the window. The light inside 
me sparked, and a smile appeared on my face. My spirit brightened, not only about this win, but 
about the determination that would help me win again next round.


Deyuan Li

Grade 7

!
The sun shimmers off the bronze Eiffel Tower


I listen to the cars pass by on the street

I observe all the monuments I pass by


I taste the sweet excitement

The blue sky shines down on the tan buildings


I feel myself holding the delicate crepe,

The smooth surface like pancakes


The wind drifts from the left side and back

I smell the croissants, with chocolate inside

!
The sun sets under the Arc de Triomphe

The orange sun turns into a white moon


The bright city lights reflect off of 

the River Seine in the dark sky


The street comes alive with people 

coming out of cafes and restaurants


I see the black and white dressed mime

Mimicking the woman next to him

I watch the artist painting a skyline


The swirl of activity makes me excited

I drift off to sleep dreaming about


tomorrow in Paris

!
Paris

Rachel Swartz

Grade 7
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!
	 Vacation Memoir
!

	 The sun was beating down on my face, and I could feel its hot beams burning my head. 
Dribble, crossover, swish. I went by my dad and knocked down the jumper, like Lebron James 
does. “Winners!” I shout. Thump, thump, thump, the sound of the ball, just like a heartbeat. As I 
drive, I step back and shoot the ball. The ball was flying so perfectly in the air, like the imaginary 
cows arching in flight over the moon. Swish, the ball goes in. I retrieve the ball and immediately 
shoot the three; a dull thud is heard as it bounces off the rim. Now on defense, I can feel the drops 
of sweat pouring down my face, as if it was raining from my hair. My dad’s killer crossover takes me 
out of position as he zig-zags through and swoops in for an uncontested layup. I can now feel a 
whole rainstorm coming down from my hair. Again, I see the same look in his body position; 
hunched back, and the ball gripped tightly in his hands. Just as I anticipate, he attempts his 
crossover, so I reach in and steal the ball. I now am wide open at the three point line. It feels as if no 
one is guarding me; just me, the ball, and the hoop. the ball exits my hand and flushes through the 
white netting.

	 A gust of wind blows on the back of my neck. It feels so cold, like somebody had put an 
icepack there. Although it felt good, it make it harder to shoot the ball accurately. After many 
misses and makes, the score ended up to be 6-5, with the ball in my hand. All I needed was one 
more basket to win it all. One pump fake, and I was gone. Running down the lane, and I hear 
footsteps close behind. The longer I took to shoot the ball, the louder the footsteps got, creeping 
up behind me. “Stomp, Stomp,” I could hear. Should I take the risk of shooting it and maybe 
getting blocked, or try another fake? I knew that my shot would get blocked, so I threw up another 
pump fake. This time, he didn’t bite. I spun around, like a ballerina, and tried a final pump fake and 
he jumped for it, as a lion does when hunting its prey. All I had to do was spin back and lay it in. 
The ball left my hand. I could feel my heartbeat echoing throughout my body, anxious to see where 
the ball would fall. A grin stretched across my entire face as the ball slowly rolled in. “I win, I win, I 
win!” I shouted. I had finally beat my dad in a game of one on one.
!
Ben Rubin

Grade 7

Ian Ressler

Grade 8

Noah Weber

Grade 6
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!
From Rubik’s cubes and drumsticks

I am from the blue house over the hill

The place there the aromas of delicious foods pierce the air

I am from the pachysandra near the back steps

The maple tree

whose long gone limbs I remember

as if they were my own.
!
I’m from Thanksgiving dinners and vacations together

From Grandma Elaine and Aunt Alison

I’m from good greetings, interesting stories

and from thoughtfulness.
!
I’m from “Try, try again” and “Shoot for the stars”

And the Golden Rule

I’m from Family Game Nights

I’m from Greenwich and Guyana

And Rice and Fondue

From Grandpa’s trip to Italy

A long journey from the battlefield to a wedding

A white chest full of stationery supplies

In the kitchen and in my heart.
!
Spencer Mann

Grade 8

!
Cradle Full of Memories
!

Rocking swiftly in the breeze

a baby fits in tight


like a jigsaw puzzle,

soft blond hair,


light blue pajamas,

both faded from age.
!

Rocking swiftly in the breeze

the white paint chips


but some still remains,

the wooden pieces shake,


perfectly shaped.
!
Rocking swiftly in the breeze


I pick up the small cradle, and hold it 
close to my heart.


I know my great grandfather isn’t here,

but when I grasp it in my hands,


I feel like he’s beside me.
!
Rocking swiftly in the breeze


rocking swiftly,

rocking.
 !

Dylan Tuchman

Grade 6

Zachary Loeser

Grade 6

!
Everyone is different


There is always one thing 

that makes us different


We all like different things.
!
I am Kylie


I am different

I wear hearing aids


I love to write stories

I can stay up all night


listening to music
!
I am different


And I’m okay with it

We are all different


and I’m okay with that too.
!
Kylie Shelon


Grade 8
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!
	 I walked into my church, Saint Pius X, and headed for the altar server room. Tonight 
was the annual Easter Vigil, where we baptized and confirmed people, burned incense, and 
worst of all, extended mass for two hours. I had dreaded this since the beginning when I 
heard I would partake in the ceremonies. I thought, just maybe, I would be lucky enough to 
die quickly of boredom.

	 

	 However, when I quickly walked into the church, my attention was stolen by the 
beautiful decorations. Exquisite flowers draped everywhere like vines in a rainforest, and the 
two big banners right next to the altar had decided they wanted to morph their colors from 
purple to a sparkling gold for the occasion. When I snapped back to reality, I put on my 
robes and went into my position near the rear of the church. The pastor, Father Sebastian, 
went over our directions again. Mostly my job was to sit, but my brother, who was also 
serving, had to shadow Father with a book of prayers.

	 

	 It was ten minutes until we started. I needed to go to the bathroom. As I was going, 
my brother knocked on the door and said, in such a whiney voice that he sounded like a 
pampered mule carrying cargo through the Silk Road for the first time, “Jack, I feel sick.” I 
hastily responded, “Andrew, leave.” However, he kept persisting, and I kept recommending 
he either suck it up or get a blessing from the pastor. He decided he wanted a third option, 
which was to tell our mother and get out of his responsibilities. Which left me to do his job.
!
	 We lined up in the aisle. Suddenly, as if the world just died, the lights turned off, and a 
deep, narrative voice said, “The lights represent how when Jesus was killed, the world 
turned dark until his resurrection on Easter.” When we processed down the aisle, we lit 
people’s lights, and they passed it on. On the altar, the candles looked like planets in the sea 
of space. The smoke of the candles wafted into the air, and the burning filled our nostrils 
with a smoke that almost smelled black. I did not know anything about my cues or when to 
stand up. However, it seemed like Father Sebastian was talking to me through brainwaves, 
and I naturally fell into place.
!
	 After stalking Father with the prayer book for two hours, it was finally time to process 
back to the back of the church. As I walked, I took time to notice the church, the people in 
the church, and my atheist friend I dragged along watching with a newfound respect for the 
church. He wasn’t the only one who found that, either. There was something about the 
mass. How the mass was conducted seemed like a miracle. You don’t always have to 
believe, but miracles happen whether you like it or not.
!

Jack Greenspan

Grade 7

!
 Vacation Memoir

Lauren Stampfli

Grade 6
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!
America’s Game
!

The crushing crack

of the bat.


The smooth whoosh

of the ball.
!

A flying line drive rocket,

shooting by,


having somewhere to go.
!
The wonderful smell


of hamburgers and hot dogs 

in the air.
!

The sight of 

freshly groomed grass,


so green.
!
The famous baseball anthem,

‘Take Me Out to the Ballgame’


sung everywhere.
!
With the light brown sand infield,


and the blaring loud chants combined

with the electric mood


created by fans.
!
The warm, sunny blue sky


up above,

watching the game.
!

At the end,

there’s a feeling of victory


or the agony of defeat.

I’d rather watch baseball.
!

Ben Hoexter

Grade 6


!
The Puck’s Perspective
!

The face off --

The referee grips me tightly


Then he drops me

and I hit the ice


Smack!

Brrr!


The two centers

fight for me


Angry blades

scraping towards me


I get hit

Clap!


A moment

of punishment

But afterwards


it’s fun

sliding down


the slippery ice.

The forward player

stick-handles me


down the ice

Slapshot

Boom!


I hit the net

Swoosh!

Score!


The crowd roars!

Josh Bank


Grade 6

Kristina Karabanova 

Grade 6
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!
The Friendship Necklace
!
The heart-shaped charm necklace,

holds memories,

love and happiness.

K-i-m-b-e-r-l-y,

beautifully engraved in rich black,

swirling, sophisticated letters.

A small diamond,

resting on the edge of the silvery,

sleek body of the charm,

shimmering,

like the first star of the night.

A knotted string holds the heart,

slithering, 

twisting around itself,

vines climbing up the side of a building.

Tiny teal stitches,

tightly weaved through one another,

the glass beads, petite and glossy,

like gold, and aqua blue capsules,

holding memories of the city.
!
Nestled in my palms,

I remember the day, sunny and warm.

At my country house,

on the balcony,

creating the necklaces that

we would soon treasure.

Three innocent girls,

tons of laughter.

Three necklaces,

many memories.

Three friends,

one everlasting friendship.
!
Kimberly Lau

Grade 6

!
Shoes With a Magic Touch
!
I see my jazz shoes,

all lovely in the box,

they are as black as coal,

the small size,

its scratched,

but still I put them on,

and walk to class.
!
They shush across the floor,

and when I jump I hear

CLAP!
!
I don’t feel anything,

but my shoes move in 

just the right positions,

they smell like time and hard work.
!
When I dance I know I’m in the right place,

When I dance I know I’m in the right place.
!

Jordana Wiener

Grade 6

Juling Wang

Grade 6
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!
Appreciate
!

We called my grandma Moma after the museum because she loved art.

I remember she was very creative and also very smart.
!
I can also remember how she would give us a room full of toys.

Some as simple as a puzzle, some so cool and big they made noise.
!
I never appreciated how much she did.

How was I supposed to know? I was only a little kid.
!
She would always smile and sometimes even jump rope,

I never appreciated how much her heart was filled with hope.
!
She got sick and slowly forgot her whole life and her past,

If only she knew in advance that her memory would not last.
!
It is so unfair that this happened to her,

If only there was a way to find a cure.
!
She was such a great influence to have in my life.

Such a great aunt, grandma, mom, and wife.
!
Then she died a little bit over a year ago,

And I realized something that last year, I did not know.
!
She was the best grandma I could ever have had,

The fact that I didn’t realize this before is very sad.
!
So appreciate the people you know before time with them goes away,

When you’re with them laugh and cry, and say what you want to say.
!
Thank you.

Kylie McRobie

Grade 8

Maisie Suzman

Grade 8
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Closet Poem
!
The gilded closet

The luxurious armoire

The definition of OCD

so it seems
!
Clothes folded in a 

perfect pack

Shirts straightened

in spectacular stacks
!
But once you open up the drawers

you’re unlocking the gateway to war

no longer a chic closet

but a chaotic crumble of clothes
!
With shirts and shoes

and socks and stray stuff

scrambled all over the scattered shelf
!
The solitary sock searching for

a perfect partner

the fight for space

Urban Outfitters vs. Brandy Melville

Battle to the death until I pluck one up

to put on on a pitiful Monday morning
!
The upside-down Ugg urging to be

turned right side up

and the finger-painted mirror wanting 

nothing more

than to see a reflection once again
!
So this truly is the gilded closet

the luxurious armoire

but once you open up the drawer

it’s the gateway to war
!
Mia Bezos

Grade 8

Daniel Zhang

Grade 6

Ithaca Weiss

Grade 6
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!
My Pink Bracelet
!
Glancing down at my wrist,

The bracelet looks

As if made out of rope,

It is smooth to the touch,

Looks as if it was braided,

Tied together at the ends.
!
I can see the silver stone,

Closes the two strands together

To form a circle.

Embedded with silver stones,

Though made out of plastic,

They look like diamonds.

It feels bumpy and smooth at the same time,

The metal that holds in the plastic diamonds,

Cold and hard.
!
Two strands meeting point is in a crisscross,

The memories of

My eleventh birthday party,

Wash over me.

This was my birthday present,

I taste the funnel cake and the cotton candy

Whoosh! I hear the wind,

I feel the splashing water

As I rode down the Playland Plunge.
!
Anya Pabby

Grade 6

!
Charmed
!
Encircled around my wrist,

Resting against my heart’s pulsing beat,

Dangling memories of joy and love,

Reminding me of our bond forever.
!
Grandma and I secretly joined

By each other’s private meaning.

Between the links of pink faceted hearts

Lies our cherished shared story.
!
A colorful fish puckers at me,

Kissing me with thoughts

Of our summers together.

Sand castle constructions,

Ice cream snacks,

Seashell collections,

And long, sunset walks.
!
A fluttering butterfly dances around,

Bringing me reminders of

Our favorite season together.

Swinging in the playground,

Feeding the ducks,

Smelling the flowers,

And enjoying the days growing longer.
!
A heart-shaped locket boasts flowers all over,

Symbolizing the seedlings

We sow together.

White, Pink, Purple

All in neat rows

A little drink of water

And watch them grow.
!
Jingling aloud

As I walk here and there,

A constant chime

Soothing my soul

A special tribute

To our life together.


Phoebe Yusen

Grade 6

Niki Agarwal

Grade 8
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Me
!
Yes, that’s me

Look and you’ll see

My hair going side from side

My eyes scanning for possibility

My arms reaching for someone to hug

My hands clapping with delight

My heart filled with care

I’m the one that will make you laugh

I’ll never let you down

My friends call me crazy

I live to laugh

I hope to smile every day

I dream to swim with fish under the sea

It’s all clear as can be 

That’s absolutely me


Sophia Higdon

Grade 8

My Heart Beats in Eight Counts
!
1, 2,

3, 4,

5, 6,

7, 8

I think in my head

As we run the routine

So many things

To think about

On competition day

Is my hair high enough?

Is my bow on straight?

How many times will we mess up?

Practice is a little better

At least not as much pressure

On us by the coaches.
!
My flyer goes to hit her scale

Please hit

Please hit

Twist cradle

1, 2

My backspot says

Oh gosh

Time for tumbling

A bunch of girls

Run across the mat

Throwing round-off tucks,

Back handsprings,

And fulls,

From a distance

We look like tumbling ants

Running across the mat

Only with pointed toes

And straight legs
!
The most tiring part

Are the jumps

Left hurkey,

Double toe touch,

Pike

Looks easy

It isn’t
!
Time for the dance

The hardest part is staying tight

While moving in fast motion

And still be staying

Fierce and sassy

We’ve finally reached pyramid

I throw my flyer

Tiredly

The center flyer

Does her flip

Tic-tock

And waterfall

Finally!

I think when we’re finished

Surviving another competition 

And many more to come. Natalie Lloyd


Grade 6

Kylie Shelon

Grade 8
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!
Swim Hard or Go Home
!
Loud cheers fill my ears,


Trying to wipe away all my fears;

Breathing deep,


Staring at my feet;

Nervous energy


Shoots through me

My coach is telling me


My strategy;

Everybody has their eyes


Focused on me.
!
Splash;

I dive in.


Hands creating a hole

In the water


My body following;

Kicking,

Pulling,


The race will be close;

The girl next to me


Is catching up.

Holding my breath,


Shooting towards the wall

I hit the touchpad.


And look up

I had won!


Julia Gurden

Grade 6

Back to the Past
!
I must go back to the past, to that one day, before it all changed.

Before, in a single day, my whole life was rearranged.

I long to again see everyone’s bright smiling faces,

And feel their warm embraces
!
I must go back to the past, to that last happy day

Before everything became different shades of gray.

Where all of us laughed and smiled together,

And all my worries were light as a feather
!
I must go back to the past, to that day where there was only love.

Free, pure, peaceful, and forgiving, as if from above.

All I ask is for those last joyous moments,

Before the two who loved most became the worst of opponents.
!
Aimee Azambuya-Skoupy

Grade 7

Melissa Lass

Grade 6
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The Capulet Ball
!
The Capulet Ball was oh so much fun,


We danced in dresses in our English room,

We partied in class until it was done,

I didn’t realize it was over so soon.


We put on our ruffs in so much delight,

Our Romeo crashed our Capulet Ball

And our Tybalt wanted to start a fight.


Then Romeo fled, not caring at all,

But before our Romeo left the scene,


He ran into Juliet Capulet.

Romeo fell for the breathtaking teen,


He was in love, though they only just met.

And as Romeo fled he did not know,


His only love was his family’s foe.
 !
Emma Cahaly


Grade 8

Beatriz Libman

Grade 6

Curtis Chang

Grade 6

Victoria Capobianco

Grade 7
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!
Whisperings
!

	 The faint noises are silent, yet restless. In the still of the lonely hour, they creep 
soundlessly through the air above, stirring the invisible particles of dust which continue to 
glide towards the paths of the earthen ground.

	 Something so delicate, harmless, seemingly peaceful, can be the cause of 
nightmares, fears, and never-ending worries. The simple meanings of the drifting words 
may have no physical effect, but underneath those stormy, gray eyes, they rip apart the 
hopes and dreams of others. They can no longer be who they thought they were, for the 
words that swiftly glide through the atmosphere have hit them square in the heart and 
broken their self esteem and ambitions. 

	 “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can never hurt me.” Or can 
they? The damage that those words have done goes way beyond pain; they are a 
sledgehammer, seeping through the skin of innocents and banging on their door, as if 
shouting to alert them of their differences from others. They cause those people, whether 
young or old, to face their insecurities; to realize the depth of the damage that the words 
have done. 

	 A girl, only a teenage, sinks down on the steps outside the door of her humble 
home, the home that had given her a sense of peace and understanding, until it had been 
ripped and burned down by the syllables that others let slip out of their mouths. Her 
palace, her safe haven, was nothing special; it was a dump, a disgrace, something she no 
longer felt the need to share or have pride in.

	 And she knew it was the truth. Or at least she had been told that it was the truth. 
The never ending strings of letters, so spiteful and hurtful, were hard to ignore. Why would 
they lie? Why would they have to? And that girl just sat and sobbed, as she let the words 
pound her and let the waterworks flow.

	 The whisperings may seem safe, 

may seem harmless, and sometimes even 

truthful. But when someone has spent so 

long getting used to themselves, 

the whisperings shouldn’t interfere or 

break them. The walls should stand 

against the wind because they are 

stronger, much stronger than 

the whisperings.
!
Anna Barrett

Grade 7

Olivia De Lorenzo

Grade 8
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!
When I’m all alone I travel deep into my own imagination


I tune out all the sources of distraction

I create colorful ideas that nobody understands


My mind has shifted to the world of fantasy and adventure

When I’m in my own world I can change whatever I choose


Whether to be a courageous warrior one day

or a tireless blacksmith the next


I create breathtaking scenery that 

you couldn’t come close to in modern life


But when I’m drawn back to reality

I realize ‘twas just my imagination


Jack Cioffi

Grade 7


!
His ears flopped down


Nose pointing straight at me

Looking with great curiosity


As shiny as a new clean spoon

!
Coby
!

His cuteness is a human magnet

Loves to play


Enthusiastic, powerful

Everything he possesses


with incredible joy and love

His bark is as loud as

a crowd in a concert

!
Woof,

Woof!


After playing and running outside

He stops and drops


To take a sweet restful nap

Esteban Rudloff

Grade 6

Jack Cioffi

Grade 7
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!
There is a boy...

far away from the sun,

in the Milky Way galaxy,

next to the asteroid belt...

and Earth.
!
He lives in a place,

the navy night sky.

Where stars adore him,

showing their affection,

through bright, shimmering lights.
!
This boy is Earth’s younger brother,

even though he lives very,

very...

far away.

So far away, it takes 

a rocket ship to reach him.
!
The boy is never lonely, though.

He is kept company by his best buddies,

Phobos and Deimos.
!
He is a strange boy.

He looks so...captivating.
!
His head is an imperfect sphere,

filled with craters and mountains of rocks.

His skin is a rusty color,

a mix of fire orange and spicy red.

His hair is full of powdery dust

and sand.
!
This boy deserves a little more care.

He has only been visited by a rover!
!!!

!
But soon,

in ten years or so,

twenty-four humans

will pay him a visit.

They will spend the rest 

of their lives with him!
!
This boy is unexplored.

For all we know,

he might even be a boy!

Indeed, he is not a boy.

He is a planet,

Mars.
!
Mars reminds me of the time

when I am on a vacation.

Where the sky is a deep sapphire blue,

and crystal clear.

Clear enough to see

the shining stars smile down at you.
!
In these golden moments,

I am always with my beloved family.

Where we can celebrate

and appreciate each other.
!
And Mars is right there,

with its rusty light beaming on us,

while we hug.

as if there is no tomorrow.
!
But sometimes,

on those special nights,

I feel like Mars is a boy,

talking to me through my telescope.
!

Simran Ruta

Grade 6


!
Mystery Boy

Jacob Traumer

Grade 7
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!
	 Vacation?
!

	 Cold sweat trickled down my face as my mom told me I had a 104 fever. I sat taciturn 
on my bed, unable to think. Non-stop coughs escaped my mouth as I struggled for breaths. 
My mom nervously paced back and forth as she told the doctor about my extremely high 
fever. The only thought that sat in my head was that I was going to die. “Get in the car,” my 
mom said abruptly, “there is no time to waste.” We zipped and zoomed down the streets, 
rushing for the doctor.

	 As my mom and I trudged up the winding stairs to the doctor’s office, I felt like I was 
being spun like a dreidel. More blaring coughs escaped my throat like booms of thunder as I 
was quickly led to the doctor. She jammed the small thermometer into my ear and told me that 
my temperature had surprisingly gone down to normal, but the constant booming of thunder 
and dizziness led me to believe otherwise. She peeked at my nose, mouth, and throat but 
became perplexed at the fact that there was nothing wrong with me. She then guided me 
down on the uncomfortable examination table to check my breathing. I felt the cold 
stethoscope on my chest and shivered. As I breathed in and out, my lungs opened and closed 
like a delicate Japanese fan. “There seems to be nothing wrong with Sarah’s lungs,” the 
doctor said, puzzled. Another clap of thunder boomed from my throat. “To find out what your 
illness is you will have to take the flu test,” the doctor continued and without further 
explanation she left. “What?! What is the flu test?” I screamed in my head. Sweat rolled down 
my cheeks as nerves permeated throughout my body. The doctor calmly walked back in the 
room. Tilting my head back, she left me confused yet again leaving no explanation for 
everything she was doing. I wanted to jump out of my skin and run as far away from the 
doctor’s office as possible. I was trapped in a box with no way to escape. “What is she going 
to do to me? What was she holding? Why do I need - Ouch! I thought. The doctor shoved a 
tiny swab right up my nose and quickly yanked it out. My eyes started tearing up and I 
sneezed. “What was the meaning of that?” I muttered, infuriated with confusion. The doctor 
took us out to the front desk as if nothing had happened. I hurled myself into an empty chair 
as the doctor talked to my mom. The next thing I knew I was zipping on to the next confusing 
adventure unknown to me yet. My mom finally explained to me that I did not have the flu and 
was going to get lung x-rays at a hospital to see if I had pneumonia. After the anxious five 
minute drive to a hospital in Hartsdale, I waited miserably in an uncomfortable chair while my 
stomach tossed and turned like the waves in an ocean. “Sarah Silverman for the x-ray,” a 
short, young man snapped.

	 He threw instructions at me rapidly. “Hold your breath. Stand up straight. Look this way. 
Turn around.” Lights quickly flashed like bursts of lightning. Luckily the lightning stopped 
shortly and I was set free from the man. My mom tiptoed into the room I was in and placed 
herself next to me. The doctor then approached us and told us the dreadful news. He slowly 
spoke, “Sarah has a small pneumonia and will be put on medication for 14 days.” Misery 
rained down on me and filled my entire body with dread. This was the exact opposite of what I 
wanted my school break to be. My mom and I trudged dreadfully onto our final adventure; get 
the medicine and head home. I experienced the prickly rug on the floor of CVS under my feet 
for an hour, while waiting for the disgusting medicine I would have to throw down my throat for 
the next two weeks. Even though the sun was out, this was the gloomiest day of the year.
!

Sarah Silverman

Grade 7
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!
Students in Popham 8 were invited to read poems at the firehouse of 9/11 hero Welles Remy Crowther in Upper 
Nyack, New York, by Welles's parents.  Welles’s mother, Alison Crowther, was invited to speak at SMS for Human 
Rights Day. !
In April, National Poetry month, the students were invited to read poems for "Poem in a Pocket Day" at the 9/11 
Tribute Center.    !
The following pages include several of their inspirational and thought-provoking poems. !

!
Yesterday is Gone


“Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow is yet to come. We have only 
today. Let us begin.” - Mother Teresa
!

Yesterday is gone,

There is nothing you can take away, nor add on.


Nothing you can change,

Nothing to rearrange.


Yesterday is gone.
!
Tomorrow has yet to come.


No one knows what it will become.

It could be great

It could be fate


Tomorrow has yet to come.
!
We only have today.


Before we know it, it will be taken away

Focus on what you have now,


Or it will be gone, before you allow.

We only have today.
!

Let us begin,

A story deep within.


It could be long,

But it must be strong.


Let us begin.
!
Katia Jacovides

Grade 8

!
On My Surface
!

Tears

Clear salty drops


Cascade off the skin

And fall to my surface
!

Smoke

Thick black air


Pouring down from above

And covering my surface
!

Debris

Shiny blades of glass

Coming down like rain


And shattering my surface
!
Metal


Hard white painted pieces

Once flying as a plane


And crushing my surface
!
People


Nice beautiful people

Soaring in the air


And taking their last breath on my surface
!
America


Crumbling above me

An amazing city destroyed


Then finally becoming even stronger

On my surface
!

Maddy McDonald

Grade 8
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!
The Things We Take for Granted
!

“We never take a step back and realize how lucky all of us are just to be 
living life.”
!

we all remember

the horror that happened in September


no matter how bad

or how mad


hero or villain

all leave handprints on our souls


some were heroes

risked their lives


some even did survive

we now must move on


keeping all of the souls in our hearts and minds

we must never forget

never take for granted

the little things in life


cherish the good things

through all of the challenges life brings


because in a flash

everything could smash


we live

we forgive

we forget


we move on

but we always need to remember


the simple pleasures that life has to offer.
!
Lyndsey Morton

Grade 8

!
“The Future Starts Today, Not Tomorrow”
!

Forgiveness is to grant a pardon

Forgiveness is when you let something go

Forgiveness is moving towards the future


The future starts today

Not tomorrow.
!

The future is a time to come

The future will exist


The future is a new beginning

The future starts today


Not tomorrow.
!
Beginnings are the step forward

Beginnings are the first chance


Beginnings are unplanned

The future starts today


Not tomorrow.
!
To be unplanned is to be deciding

To be unplanned is to be choosing

To be unplanned is to be creating


The future starts today

Not tomorrow.
!

Creating is to discover

Creating is unique


Creating is evolving

The future starts today


Not tomorrow.
!
Evolving is maturing


Evolving is developing

Evolving is growing


The future starts today

Not tomorrow.
!

Growing means thriving

Growing means becoming greater


Growing means forgiving

The future starts today


Not tomorrow.
 !
Anshu Ajmera


Grade 8

Julie Leichtner

Grade 7
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!
The Bandanna
!

Strength, courage, and sacrifice symbolize the 

red bandanna


However, it wasn’t the bandanna

It was the person wearing it


who had strength, courage, and sacrifice

The red bandanna was his strength, 


and he was the victim

When the plane hit, there was panic and tears


On the 104th floor of the South tower

one man had it in him to help


He looked at his bandanna while frightened,

He put it on and there was the


first sight of a hero.

His fright became his sacrifice

His pain became his courage

His tears became his strength


His bandanna became his heart

He was ready to be a hero

He was mad he was sad

but he was there to help


He ran to an exit.

He got his fellow workers out


But he wasn’t done. He was there to stay

He was the man with a red bandanna.
!

Ryan Collins

Grade 8 
!

The bandanna, which belonged to hero Welles Remy Crowther, is  
on display at the 9/11 Tribute Center in NYC.  
Photo by Tanner Zachem 
Grade 8

!
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
!

On Monday we sat and talked

On Tuesday we sat in fear


On Wednesday we sat in silence

at the apartment.
!

On Monday the boys played football

On Tuesday the boys didn’t play at all


On Wednesday the fathers helped

at the empty site.
!

On Monday you could not hear yourself think

over the happy sounds of a regular Monday


On Tuesday not even the birds dared to chirp

On Wednesday you could only hear

the sound of crying over the phone.
!

On Monday our parents arrived ten minutes

late to pick us up


On Tuesday we were hours early

On Wednesday we were not even in school.
!

On Monday we were selfish with our toys

On Tuesday we were selfless with 


our shoulders to cry on

On Wednesday we cried in happiness


for the survivors.
!
No other days were ever the same.
!

Ian Lerner

Grade 8

Brendan Zullo

Grade 6
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!
The Lifesaver
 !
One man went to work today

Just like the day before.

His family was still sleeping

When he left and shut the door.

He drove down to the station

He’s a fireman, you see.

The man has a special job

He protects you and me.

That morning was quite different

From many of the others.

The fireman got a phone call

They needed to help their brothers.

So they drove to New York City

And searched through rock and rubble.

The fireman then knew

That our country was in trouble.

He was a strong man

We know how hard he fought.

The whole world was watching

as our country was left distraught.

Although many people

Had lost their lives that day.

The fireman is but one

for whom we shall pray.
!
Allison Stafford

Grade 8

!
I Remember
!

Bitter, wet, salty tears,

Sting on the side of my face.


As I lie down to close my eyes,

And remember our last embrace.
!

I remember our last dinner together.

You ate it all and left no trace.


Little did I know, that at the next meal,

I would be alone while saying grace.
!
I remember the last time I saw you.


Your eyes, your suit, your hair.

Now I stare out the window,


and can picture you perfectly,

But I know that you’re not really there.
!

I remember hearing the loud boom,

As I rushed to the window 

straight from my shower.


I saw a building go up in flames,

And I knew you worked in that tower.
!

I remember that morning 

when you went off to work,


When we said our last goodbye.

You said, “I love you,” and got in your car.


And later that day you died.
!
Jocelyn Weiss


Grade 8

Lee Ielpi, a retired FDNY fireman who is also the president 
of the 9/11 Tribute Center, donated his son's coat to the 
Center.    
Photo by Tanner Zachem 
Grade 8 
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!
Just Another Tuesday
!
Just another Tuesday

I look out the window.

I am in the sky,

The world beneath me.

The heavens above.

The crystal blue draws for me a

perfectly still, motionless ocean.

One that no one can enter.

But I can pretend.

I can be like a bird

my noble head held high

and my wings soaring

I can pretend, pretend

to fly...
!
Orange red and yellow

the flames of hell,

though no one can hear me bellow

It burns...

I run away.

But no! This cannot be my last day.

I run to a corner.

The flames get still then come,

come for me.

The pain goes through me 

causing agony...

But I was not meant to go,

go like this...

jump...
!
I am soaring...

soaring through the betweens...

In between heaven and earth

my arms glide

am in pain but I can’t get out

even if I tried

I guess this is the way I have to die.

But at least..

At least I can fly.


!
For a second the whole world stops.

I see my life.

I see my childhood.

I see my parents.

I see my family.

I see everything.

Each memory in my hands

then like water gliding 

through my fingers

and down the drain.

Am I living again?

A second chance?

A second life?

A second stage?

Can I just turn the page?

Can I at least say my goodbyes

and fix those times I lied?

But in my heart and soul 

I know I am gone

I have drawn my last breath

and now I am in the valley of death.
!
I open my eyes.

I am a bird

earth beneath me and heaven above.

My head poking through the clouds

and my wings soaring through the wind.

!
I fly.

I fly over my birth

My childhood

My teen years

My adulthood

and

my death

But I am not gone.
!
I am here in the wind

and in the sky.

You might not see me

because I’m up so high.

But I am here

and I can fly.
 !

Lily Foley

Grade 8

Scarlet Young

Grade 7
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!
I am America
!

I am the World Trade Center Tower 

standing high and tall.

I hear screams and cries as I began to fall.
!
I am a firefighter who is proud and brave.

There were only so many lives 

that I was able to save.
!
I am an airplane soaring high in the sky.

I didn’t know 

that I could make so many cry.
!
I am a passenger who is very scared.

If only I could tell the unknowing people 

who are so unprepared.
!
I am a hijacker who is cold and mean.

I am the one who will take credit 

for this horrific scene.
!
I am a survivor who is scared half to death! 

I realized that I am lucky 

to take another breath.
!
I am a mother, a daughter, a lover, and a friend.

I never thought how quickly 

my loved ones’ lives could end.
!
I am America, who is stronger than ever.

Everyone who died 

will be remembered forever.
!
Olivia Breitkopf

Grade 8

!
You Should Appreciate What You Have

Before You Appreciate What You Had
!

When you lose someone you love

And you think you see her when you look above.
!

There is a loss in your heart

that cannot be replaced


Sometimes the pain is too hard to face.
!
So you lock it up tight, and throw the key


Hoping that no one will ever see.
!
People tell you to move on, 

but they do not understand


They tell you to be positive, and happy and grand.
!
But deep down inside you will always know,


That love you still have will forever glow.
!
They say tomorrow is gone and yet another day


To move on and let go but they are not me.
!
They say live life fully and take life as you go,


But I can’t let go, it’s too hard, 

they will never know.
!

The name rolls off my lips,

The tears start to drip.
!

I stare at her picture and take a deep breath

as I let it all out


The memories flow back as if there were no doubts.
!
Maybe it’s okay to not forget but to move on


In my heart and mind she lives on.
!
Liana Givner


Grade 8
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!
Helpless
!
I heard about the attack.

My tears were held back.

It is so hard to cope,

But I still had some hope.
!
I called my wife. 

I needed to know that they didn’t take her life.

She picked up and I heard the screams in the room.

Then I heard a loud boom.
!
I called once more.

Perhaps the reception was poor?

It went straight to voicemail.

My call was an ultimate fail.
!
I left message after message.

I guess the loud boom was a presage.

There was nothing left to do.

The world was now askew.
!
It hit me then.

I would never see my wife again.

She is gone,

But I will never be able to move on.
!
Helpless.

Defenseless.

That’s all I could feel.

Something with which I would have to deal.
!
Leetal Ben-Simon

Grade 8

Miho Nakaeki

Grade 8

Jane Schmelkin

Grade 6
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!
What If?
!

What if the moon never set?

What if the sun never rose?


What if morning never came?

Would we still have deadly foes?
!

What if no one came to work?

What if no one got on the plane?

Would bodies still be breathing?


Would people not feel pain?
!
What if the smoke never set?

What if the fires didn’t burn?


What if the glass never shattered?

Would we still be filled with concern?
!

What if nobody jumped?

What if nobody fell?


What if nobody burned?

Would we still be bidding farewell?
!

What if we skipped a day?

What if we claimed we were hurt?

Would we still be at the cemetery


beside the stone and dirt?
!
What if the planes never crashed?

What if the terrorists never came?


Would we still be America the great?

Would we still be the same?
!

Mary Langford

Grade 8

!
Grief of the Heart
!

Death and hell have reached my home

Grief has struck a nation


Terror floods my heart and soul as well

He has died and too soon.
!

Why would this happen to him?

What will I say to his mother?


This is my fault, I could have done something

What if this was all my fault?
!

What could I have done?

No matter what I could have done, would he still have died?


Should I let my heart be in peace?

Forgiving myself will bring me what?
!

Guilt, a weight in my heart

But should it be?


Hating myself will bring me no good

Forgiving myself will bring me true healing.
!

Forgiving myself seems to be the best option

But I must be sure this choice is right


But this choice is

My heart and soul will be healed


By forgiveness.

Erick Almeida

Grade 8

This collage is on display at the 9/11 
Tribute Center. The photos and artifacts 

were donated by family members of 
some of the victims. !

Photo by Tanner  Zachem 
Grade 8
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